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Wavelet analysis of stratospheric gravity wave packets 
over Macquarie Island 
1. Wave parameters 
Florinn Zink and Robert A. Vincent 
Department of Physics and Mathematical Physics, University of Adelaide, Adelaide, South 
Australia 
Abstract. We describe a technique to detect gravity wave packets in high-resolution 
radiosonde soundings of horizontal wind and temperature. The vertical profiles of 
meridional and zonal wind speeds are transformed using the Morlet wavelet, and 
regions of high wind variance in height-wavenumber space are identified as gravity 
wave packets. Application of the Stokes parameter analysis to horizontal wind and 
temperature profiles of the reconstructed wave packets yields the wave parameters. 
The technique was applied to twice-daily radiosonde launches at Macquarie Island 
(55øS, 159øE) between 1993 and 1995. A strong seasonal cycle in the total wave 
variance was found, with a maximum in winter. The amount of wave energy 
propagating downward from the upper stratosphere also maximized in winter. 
Waves propagated predominately toward the southwest in winter, but in summer 
propagation directions were approximately isotropic. The intrinsic frequencies were 
close to the inertial frequency, and the waves had inferred horizontal wavelengths 
of several hundred kilometers. 
1. Introduction 
Gravity waves play an important role in driving the 
circulation of the atmosphere as demonstrated in nu- 
merical modeling studies [Liadzea, 1981; Matsuno, 1982; 
tIolton, 1982; Dunkerton, 1982; Garcia and Solomon, 
1985]. Since the resolution of general circulation mod- 
els is usually too coarse to adequately resolve gravity 
waves, several gravity wave parameterization schemes 
have been developed to take these unresolved wave ef- 
fects into account [Lindzen, 1981; Fritts and VanZandt, 
1993; H•nes, 1997; Warner and Mclntgre, 1999]. These 
models generally require information about the grav- 
ity wave spectrum at a certain source level which is 
then propagated through the atmosphere. In a physi- 
cally realistic model the choice of this source spectrum 
is influenced by experimental observations of the gravity 
wave field at the source height and by the agreement of 
the parameterized effects with measurements through- 
out the atmosphere. 
Many experimental campaigns have been conducted 
to study characteristics and effects of gravity waves in 
the lower, middle, and upper atmosphere over the last 
decades. While some methods aim to directly mea- 
sure the momentum fluxes associated with the grav- 
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ity wave field [Vincent and Reid, 1983; Fritts et al., 
1990; Sato, 1994; Alexander and Pfister, 1995], others 
try to obtain information about the gravity wave ac- 
tivity from gravity-wave-induced perturbations of the 
wind and temperature fields. Radar winds have been 
analyzed in the lower and middle atmosphere at sev- 
eral locations, but the geographical coverage of these 
campaigns is rather sparse. The increasing use of high- 
resolution radiosondes for operational soundings of the 
lower atmosphere, on the other hand, has the potential 
for compiling a global climatology of gravity wave ac- 
tivity around the world [Hamilton and Vincent, 1995]. 
As each method can only observe a part of the gravity 
wave spectrum, however, different methods have to be 
used together to enable a better understanding of the 
processes involved r A• t.•,exander, 1998]. 
Methods to extract gravity wave parameters from 
vertical profiles of wind (and temperature) usually rely 
on the polarization relations for a single monochro- 
matic gravity wave. The existence of multiple waves 
in the analyzed profiles might lead to erroneous results 
as demonstrated, for example, by Eckcrmann and Hock- 
ing [1989]. It is therefore important to ensure that only 
a single wave is present in the analyzed height profile. 
One possible step toward this goal is the decomposition 
of the vertical profile into different height [$ato, 1994] or 
wavelength bands [Gonella, 1972; Eckermann and Vin- 
cent, 1989; Cho, 1995]. The choice of a uniform width 
of the height or wavelength bands, however, will favor 
the detection of waves of a certain scale. Narrow height 
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bands, for example, favor the detection of waves with 
small vertical wavelengths, as a wave with large vertical 
wavelength would appear as a trend in the background 
wind [Vincent et al., 1997]. Narrow wavelength bands, 
on the other hand, imply large height intervals, which 
opens the possibility of the coexistence of different wave 
packets at different heights in the vertical profile. The 
application of wavelet analysis can solve this dilemma 
to a certain extent, as it automatically adapts the win- 
dow height according to the wavelength under consider- 
ation, keeping a constant ratio of wavelength to window 
height. The detection of wave packets by wavelet analy- 
sis is therefore a more objective means for the detection 
of wave packets than the decomposition of the vertical 
profile into uniform height or wavelength bands. Fur- 
thermore, it also yields information about the height 
extent of the gravity wave packets. This information 
will be used in a companion paper [Zink and Vincent] 
to gain some insight into source intermittency, i.e., the 
fraction of time the gravity wave source emits waves of 
a certain frequency and wavelength. 
In this paper we develop a wavelet-based method to 
decompose vertical profiles of horizontal wind into grav- 
ity wave packets. While wavelet analysis has been ap- 
plied to wind and temperature fluctuations in the atmo- 
sphere previously [Sato and Yamada, 1994; Chen et al., 
1995; $himomai et al., 1996], these studies concentrated 
mainly on the changes of the wavelet spectrum with 
time or height and less on the packet structure of the 
gravity wave field. section 2 gives a short definition of 
the wavelet transform and describes its application to 
the extraction of wave packets and their characteristics 
from radiosonde data. In section 3 we apply the algo- 
rithm to 2 years of radiosonde data from Macquarie Is- 
land and discuss the deduced gravity wave parameters. 
We end the paper with a short summary and conclusion 
in section 4. The relevant gravity wave dispersion and 
polarization relations are derived in Appendix A. 
2. Wavelet Transform 
2.1. Basic Formalism 
In this section we give the definitions necessary to 
implement the wavelet analysis described in this paper. 
For a more detailed description and a review of wavelet 
applications in geophysics, see Kumar and Foufoula- 
Georgiou [1997, and references therein]. 
The term wavelets refers to a family of small wa- 
ves generated from a single function g(z), the so-called 
mother wavelet, by a series of dilations and translations. 
A sufficient condition for a function g(z), real or'com- 
plex, to qualify as a mother wavelet is admissibility, 
- f-+2 [G(m)la Im[ dm< (1) 
where G(m) is the Fourier transform of g(z). If g(z) is 
an integrable function, it only has to be oscillatory, of 
finite energy, and with an average value of zero to fulfil 
this criterion. 
The continuous wavelet transform of a real function 
f(z) with respect o a given admissible mother wavelet 
g(z) at scale a and dilation b is then defined as 
Wf(a, b) - i/;: f(z)g* (z -b)d z (2) a a 
where a • 0, b • R, and the asterisk denotes the com- 
plex conjugate. The wavelet transform gives the corre- 
lation between the original function f(z) and the scaled 
and translated version of the mother wavelet, g(z-b/a), 
that is, it measures how well the two signals match. The 
transform can also be expressed in Fourier space as 
Wf (a, b) - • (•*(am)F(m)eimbdm. (3) 
Admissibility is required to make sure that the origi- 
nal function f(z) can be reconstructed from its wavelet 
transform without any loss of information. This recon- 
struction can be accomplished by summing scaled and 
translated versions of the mother wavelet appropriately 
weighted with the wavelet coefficients Wj,(a,b): 
f(z) --Cg W! (a, b)g( z - dbda -- a • . (4) 
The continuous wavelet transform (2) is calculated for 
all points of the a • 0, b • R plane and shows a high 
degree of redundancy. Owing to this redundancy, it 
is possible to reconstruct he original function using a 
completely different mother wavelet, e.g. the delta func- 
tion, [Farge, 1992]: 
f(z)- i c5 Wj'(a'z)da -- 
where 
•0 -!'øe c5 -- Ws(a, O)da (6) --. a 
With the normalization chosen above, the modulus 
square of the wavelet coefficients, E(a, b) = IW! (a, b)l 2, 
can be interpreted as an energy density, at least for 
band-filter-like mother wavelets. The total energy of 
the signal is given by 
Etot 1f0+c•f;: da - -- E(a,b)db--. (7) Cg a 
An important point in the application of the wavelet 
transform to real-world data is the choice of a suit- 
able mother wavelet. As the horizontal wind perturba- 
tions u • and v • of a gravity wave packet are essentially 
amplitude-modulated sine waves, the Morlet wavelet 
seems to be an obvious choice. It has the represen- 
tations 
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- (8) 
G(m) - x/•e-(,•-•.4), (9) 
in real and Fourier space, respectively. The factor of 
5.4 ensures admissibility of the Morlet wavelet. From 
(1) one can see that the Fourier transform G(m) has to 
vanish for m = 0 to make the integral finite. In Fourier 
space the Morlet wavelet is a Gaussian. Centering the 
Gaussian at m = 5.4 yields a small enough value of 
G(m) to make the integral in (1) finite [Kumar and 
Foufoula-Georgiou, 1997]. 
As a progressive wavelet, the Morlet wavelet has 
nonzero contributions only for m > 0; that is. its real 
and imaginary parts are 90 ø out of phase. The relation 
between wavelet scale a and equivalent Fourier wave- 
length • of a certain mother wavelet can be derived by 
wavelet transforming a sine wave of given wavelength A 
[Meyers et al., 1993]. In the case of the Morlet wavelet 
(8), it is given by A = 1.14a. 
The Morlet wavelet is not orthogonal, and the wavelet 
coefficients are not independent. This means that the 
total energy of a superposition of different wavelets is 
not necessarily equal to the sum of the energies of each 
of the wavelets. The choice of an orthogonal wavelet 
would resolve this problem, but one has to keep in mind 
that the propagation of gravity waves through the atmo- 
sphere includes nonlinear saturation effects. The proper 
treatment of these nonlinear effects requires knowledge 
about the peak amplitudes of the gravity wave packets 
as physical entities. While the wavelet coefficients of an 
orthogonal wavelet transform are independent in the 
mathematical sense, several of these coefficients have to 
be used together to represent an actual physica,1 wave 
packet and to reconstruct its peak amplitude. We there- 
fore find it more convenient to decompose the wind field 
using basis functions with a strong resemblance to the 
physical gravity wave packets. The assumed similarity 
of the physical wave packets with the Morlet wavelet 
also facilitates the extraction of wave parameters. 
It is important to note that the total energy, as given 
by (7), is always conserved in the wavelet transform, 
even for nonorthogonal wavelets. As the Morlet wavelet 
is nonorthogonal, the sum of the square of the modulus 
of the wavelet coefficients does not provide the variance. 
Owing to the redundancy of the wavelet coefficients, 
the variance could be counted more than once. To get 
the real variance, a correction factor has to be included 
to take the nonorthogonality into account. This is the 
factor Cg in (7). 
If two or more wave packets are far enough apart 
in wavenumber and/or height, then the wavelet coeffi- 
cients occur in two clearly separated "blobs," and (7) 
can be used to get the variance for each packet. In the 
case where two packets are close in wavenumber and/or 
height, then some of the wavelet coefficients depend on 
both of the packets. The question then arises of how 
to distribute the variance corresponding to these coeffi- 
cients. For simplicity we decided to divide the variance 
in equal parts between the corresponding wave packets 
(see end of section 2.3). This conserves total variance 
at the possible expense that a small fraction could be 
attributed to the wrong packet. 
It should be pointed out that the same problem can 
arise with conventional Fourier analysis or with or- 
thogonal wavelets whenever a certain wavenumber or 
wavelet coefficient is affected by more than one wave 
packet. In the case of an orthogonal wavelet, it may ac- 
tually be harder to decide to which packet the variance 
of a certain wavelet coefficient belongs, if the mother 
wavelet does not show a close resemblance to the phys- 
ical wave packets. 
2.2. Practical Implementation 
The calculation of the wavelet transform was per- 
formed in Fourier space using (3) and implemented as 
follows: 
First, the real data series f(z) is padded on both sides 
to avoid wraparound effects. The number of points to 
be added depends on the largest wavelength to be con- 
sidered. Equation (2) states that the wavelet transform 
for a scale a at position b is given by integrating over the 
product of the data series f(z) and the wavelet of scale 
a with its center at b. As the Fourier transform assumes 
periodicity of the transformed data series, any overhang 
of the wavelet at the end of the data series is wrapped 
around to the start of the data series, leading to unde- 
sirable contributions to the integral. If we assume the 
largest-scale wavelet to extend over a length of .-, L/2 on 
each side of its center, the data series has to be padded 
with this length to avoid any wraparound effects. This 
padded data series is then Fourier transformed and, 
for each scale a of interest, multiplied by the Fourier 
transform G(arn) of the scaled mother wavelet. In- 
verse Fourier transforming and unpadding then yield 
the complex wavelet transform Wf(a,b). Its real part 
contains the data series f(z) band-pass filtered accord- 
ing to scale a, and its imaginary part a 90 ø phase-shifted 
version thereof. Its modulus corresponds to the enve- 
lope of the ban-pass-filtered signal. Figure I gives an 
example of the transform of a hypothetical wind. pro- 
file composed of four different wave packets using the 
Morlet wavelet. The result (Figure lc) illustrates the 
ability of the wavelet technique to resolve wave features 
with very different scales. 
2.3. Application to Radiosonde Data 
In order to detect wave packets in the horizontal 
wind data, we first calculate the wavelet coefficients 
W•(a, z) and Wv(a, z) of the vertical profiles of zonal 
and meridional wind components, u(z) and v(z), respec- 
tively. Then we scan the surface S(a, z) = IWu (a, z)12 + 
IW•,(a, z)l 2 for local maxima (see Figure lc). Only max- 
ima exceeding a certain threshold Sthresh are retained 
in the further analysis. For each of these maxima the 







Figure 1. Exalnple of the wavelet transform of a hypo- 
thetical wind profile using the Motlet wavelet (a) The 
hypothetical wind profile, padded to avoid wraparound 
effects. (b) Wavelet transform of the profile in Fig- 
ure l(a) for a certain scale a. The solid line represents 
the real part; the dashed line represents the lnodulus 
of the transform. (c) Surface plot of the modulus of 
the wavelet transform as a function of wavelength and 
height. The four wave packets are clearly resolved. 
extension of the corresponding wave packet is recorded. 
The boundaries (z•, z2 and al, a2 for height and scale, 
respectively) are determined by scanning the surface 
S(a,z) descending from the maximum at (6[max, gmax) 
until it drops to a value 1/4S(amax, Zmax) or starts rising 
again. 
The threshold value •thresh was chosen as 0.01 m • s -• 
which corresponds to a perturbation amplitude of 0.1 
m s -•. Fluctuations with amplitudes maller than this 
are probably dominated by noise and are therefore ne- 
glected. While the choice of this noise threshold is 
somewhat arbitrary, trials have shown that the use of 
a smaller threshold does not change the results in any 
significant manner. 
The wave packets can now be reconstructed using 
(5). Since the wavelet coefficients are only computed 
at discrete values for each scale a, the integral is re- 
placed by summing the complex wavelet coefficients of 
all contributing scales ax...a2 at each height zx...z2 
for u, v, and T. The resulting profiles now contain the 
isolated wave packets as their real part and their 90 ø 
phase-shifted (i.e., Hilbert transformed) version as their 
imaginary part. The vertical extent of each wave packet 
is defined as the full width at half maximum of the hor- 
izontal wind variance of the reconstructed packet. 
The next step is to determine the wave parameters as- 
sociated with each packet. The horizontal and vertical 
propagation directions are extracted by Stokes parame- 
ter analysis of the wind variations [Vincent and Fritts, 
1987; Eckermann and Vincent, 1989; Eckermann, 1996]. 
The ambiguity in the horizontal propagation direction 
is resolved using the phase differences between tempera- 
ture and horizontal perturbation velocities (see (A12)). 
The intrinsic frequency & is obtained from the ratio of 
the average horizontal perturbation velocities parallel 
and perpendicular to the wave propagation direction 
(A10), and the horizontal wavenumber isgiven by the 
dispersion relation (see Appendix A). 
Conventional hodograph analysis uses polarization 
relations for a single monochromatic gravity wave to 
infer the intrinsic frequency and orientation of the an- 
alyzed wave packet. Eckermann and ttocking [1989] 
demonstrated that in the case of multiple wave packets 
the inferred intrinsic frequency can be an effect of wave 
superposition and might indicate azimuthal direction- 
ality in wave propagation rather than mean frequency. 
The wavelet-based method described here, however, iso- 
lates wave packets in wavenumber and height. There- 
fore the possibility of multiple wave packets in the 
hodograph analysis is considerably reduced compared 
to more traditional Fourier methods, where the whole 
height range is analyzed as a single wave. The analy- 
sis of a single radiosonde sounding, however, does not 
allow filtering of the observed oscillations in frequency. 
It is therefore important to keep in mind that it is not 
possible to distinguish different wave packets in a hodo- 
graph, if they agree in vertical wavenumber. 
If two wave packets are close in height-scale space, 
the boundaries used to reconstruct the wave packets 
might overlap, i.e. certain wavelet coefiqcients might 
be used for the reconstruction of more than one wave 
packet. In these cases, the horizontal wind variance 
corresponding to these wavelet coefficients is divided 
between the reconstructed wave packets in equal parts 
in order to conserve the total wind variance. 
3. Observation of $tratospheric Gravity 
Waves Over Macquarie Island 
3.1. Radiosonde Data and Background 
Atmosphere 
Macquarie Island (55øS, 159øE) is situated --,1500 km 
south of Tasmania in the subantarctic storm track. It 
is aligned north-south, with a length of 34 km and a 
maximum width of 5.5 km. Its maximum height is 433 
m above sea level [Crohn, 1986]. The winds at Mac- 
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quarie Island are predominantly eastward with a high 
frequency of gales. A front or depression center passes 
the island every 5 or 6 days [Stretch, 1988]. 
The Australian Bureau of Meteorology has a weather 
station on the north part of the island. Operational ra- 
diosonde soundings are usually performed twice daily, 
and the sandes reach typical heights of •025 to 30 km. 
Every 2 s the radiosandes (Vaisala RS 80-15) measure 
the current values of pressure, temperature, and humid- 
ity. After filtering and smoothing, they are recorded at 
10-s intervals at the ground station. With an average 
balloon ascent rate of 5 m s -• this results in a height 
resolution for the temperature profile of--•50 m. The 
finite response time of the temperature sensor attenu- 
ates high-wavenumber fluctuations, to a certain extent. 
Although it is possible to compensate for this effect 
[Allen and Vincent, 1995], no attempts were made in 
the present study. The accuracy of the temperature 
measurements is specified as +0.1 ø C RMS. The zonal 
and meridional wind components, calculated from the 
radiosonde position over time, are reported every 10 
s. After outlier removal a cubic spline is fitted over 
a running window of 130 s, corresponding to an ac- 
tual height resolution of 0-•650 m. Wind fluctuations at 
scales smaller than this will therefore be attenuated in 
some way. Note that this fitting interval was changed 
to 250 s (1250 m) at the end of January 1994. The RMS 
random errors in each wind component are believed to 
be --•0.5 m s -•. It is important to keep in mind that 
the different treatment of temperature and wind data 
can distort amplitude and phase relations between these 
data sets. 
Owing to the finite ascent rate of the balloon, the 
gravity wave field undergoes changes while the profiles 
of wind and temperature are gathered (with an ascent 
rate of 5 m s- • a launch to a final height of 30 km takes 
0-•100 rain), and the sonde itself experiences a horizon- 
tal drift. As we are not interested in the phase rela- 
tion between packets in different height regions, we do 
not require different packets to be sampled simultane- 
ously. We only require that the time taken to sample 
a certain coherent wave packet is small compared to 
its period. This seems a reasonable assumption, given 
that the maximum resolvable packet length is 0-•10 km, 
which is sampled in •30 min, given an ascent rate of 
5 m s -•' the wave periods are of several hours dura- 
tion (see below). Gardner and Gardner [1993] used an 
m -3 spectrum of gravity wave fluctuations in vertical 
wavenumber space to show that deviations from an in- 
stantaneous, vertical profile are generally small if the 
mean winds are less than --•50 m s-•. 
Figure 2 presents the monthly mean horizontal winds 
and temperature over the analyzed time period. The 
monthly mean profiles were calculated as the aver- 
age over all radiosonde launches within that particular 
month. The zonal winds are particularly strong dur- 
ing winter (April to October) and reverse sign above 22 
km during summer (November to March). The mean 
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Figure 2. Monthly mean profiles of horizontal winds 
and temperature over Macquarie Island. 
meridional winds are much weaker, with an amplitude 
of less than --•5 m s -• The variations in background 
temperature are most significant in the stratosphere, 
and the tropopause is at a height of •10 km through- 
out the whole year. 
3.2. Gravity Wave Parameters 
The wavelet analysis of the gravity wave field was 
performed starting at a height of 12,000 m above mean 
sea level (MSL) using wavelengths Ai = 450. x 2 i/8, i = 
0...39. The profiles of u, v, and T were prefiltered 
with a fifth-order Butterworth filter with half-power 
points at 450 and 11,000 m or the height extent of the 
radiosonde data, whichever was less. The parameter 
Sthresh was selected as 0.01 m 2 s -2. Results here are 
given as averages per radiosonde flight and function of 
wavelength or height. In forming these averages, the 
height (and therefore wavelength) coverage of the con- 
tributing radiosonde flights was taken into account. 
Figure 3 shows the average monthly horizontal wind 
variance (u '2 + v '2) as a function of height for upward 
and downward propagating gravity wave packets. The 
vertical propagation direction of the wave packets was 
obtained from the Stokes parameter analysis as the 
sense of rotation of the hodograph, with anticlockwise 
rotation with increasing height indicating upward en- 
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[igure 3. Monthly averaged horizontal wind variance (•" + •'=) • • function or h•ish• nd tim• to, (top) 
upward and (bottom) downward propagating gravity 
wave packets. 
ergy propagation in the Southern Hemisphere. The de- 
crease in variance from January 1994 on is probably due 
to the increased phase-fitting length. Note that we here 
present the gravity wave activity in term s of horizontal 
wind variance, since this variable is directly accessible 
by measurement and does not depend on other inferred 
gravity wave parameters like, for example, wave action 
does. 
In our analysis we will mainly concentrate on the 
height region from 20 to 28 km, as the waves in this re- 
gion are important for the wave-mean-wind interactions 
in the middle and upper atmosphere. As will be seen 
later, waves detected below this region are filtered to 
a certain extent during their upward propagation. The 
two phases to be considered are summer (November to 
March) and winter (April to October). Between 40 and 
60 soundings per month reached a height of above 20 
km and could be used in our analysis. 
Figures 4 to 6 summarize the parameters of the grav- 
ity waves detected in the height range 20 to 28 km for 
upward propagating gravity waves in summer and up- 
ward and downward propagating gravity waves in win- 
ter, respectively. The statistics for downward propa- 
gating gravity waves during summer are too poor to 
form reliable parameter estimates. Figures 4 to 6 (top) 
present the horizontal wind variance as a function of 
intrinsic horizontal propagation direction, the ground- 
based horizontal group velocity, 
cg: cOkh' (10) 
and histograms of the ground-based zonal horizontal 
phase speed 
Cphase,zonal-- kh COS((I)) ' (11) 
where (I) is the propagation direction in the mathemat- 
ical sense, i.e., in degrees anticlockwise from east. The 
group velocity is important for ray-tracing studies to 
find the origin of the observed wave packets. For each 
detected wave packet, c s is represented by a point in 
Figures 4-6 (top, middle). Figures 4 to 6 (bottom) 
show the horizontal wind variance of the wave field in 
histogram form as a function of intrinsic frequency, rel- 
ative to the inertial frequency f, and vertical and hor- 
izontal wavelength, respectively. The vertical and hor- 
izontal wavelengths are binned logarithmically to take 
the proportionality Am cr rn of the wavelet analysis 
into account. 
The observed wave field is clearly dominated by low- 
frequency (inertia) gravity waves, with an average hor- 
izontal wavelength of several hundred kilometers. A 
shift to higher intrinsic frequencies is evident in winter, 
when large zonal wind speeds occur. The horizontal 
wind variance peaks at vertical wavelengths around 4 
km. Keep in mind, however, the choice of our long- 
wavelength cutoff of 11 km and that the filtering per- 
formed by the radiosonde equipment attenuates wave- 
lengths less than ,•1 km, so we cannot say anything 
about waves outside this wavelength range. The mean 
values of intrinsic frequency, horizontal and vertical 
wavelength, and ground-based zonal phase speed are 
given in Table 1. 
3.3. Discussion 
3.3.1. Seasonal variation of total gravity wave 
variance. A closer look at the total gravity wave hor- 
izontal wind variance and the zonal background wind 
speed averaged over the height range from 20 to 28 km 
as a function of time reveals a good correlation between 
these two variables (Figure 7). Both show a clear an- 
nual cycle, with maximum values of ,--9 m • s -2 and 60 
rn s -z, respectively, in July/August and minima of ,--3 
m • s -• and-5 m s -z, respectively, around January. A 
similar annual cycle of gravity wave activity has been 
observed at a multitude of sites in the midlatitudes and 
highlatitudes in both hemispheres [Allen and Vincent, 
1995; Eckerraann et al., 1994]. Different mechanisms 
exist to explain this seasonal variability; they are de- 
scribed herein. 
3.3.1.1. Source strength: Changes in wave genera- 
tion at the source level will lead to variability in wave 
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Figure 4. Parameters of upward propagating gravity waves in the height range 20 to 28 km 
during summer. The intrinsic frequencies are in units of the inertial frequency, f. 
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but for downward propagating waves in winter. 
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 4, but for upward propagating waves in winter. 
activity at higher altitudes. Well-known sources of 
gravity waves in the lower atmosphere are topography 
[Smith, 1985; McFarlan½, 1987; Hines, 1988; Nastrom 
and Fritts, 1992], thunderstorms [Forell ½t al., 1992; 
Pfister ½t al., 1993; Alezander ½t al., 1995], fronts [Fritts 
and Nastrom, 1992; Griffiths and R½½dcr, 1996; R½½dcr 
and Griffi. ths, 1996], wind shear [Lalas and Einaudi, 
1976; Chimonas and Grant, 1984; Fritts, 1982] and 
geostrophic adjustment [Schubert ½t al., 1980; Ucc½llini 
and Koch, 1987; Duffy, 1990; Fritts an-d Luo, 1992; 
Luo and Fritts, 1993; O'Sullivan and Dunkerton, 1995]. 
While topography, convection, and wind shear are be- 
lieved to generate mainly high-frequency waves [Fritts 
and Luo, 1992], the most energetic gravity waves in our 
case study are those with frequencies close to the iner- 
tial frequency f. This is in good agreement with many 
other observations [Vincent, 1984; Sato, 1994; Nastrom 
et al., 1997]. Even though the predominance of inertia- 
gravity waves might be an observational selection effect 
[Alexander, 1998], the observed waves could have been 
generated by geostrophic adjustment and frontogenesis, 
both of which excite waves with near-inertial frequen- 
cies [Fritts and Luo, 1992; Griffiths and Reeder, 1996; 
O'Sullivan and Dunkerton, 1995]. 
In the simulations of Griffiths and Reeder [1996] the 
inertia-gravity waves generated by the frontogenesis had 
vertical wavelengths between 2 and 10 km and horizon- 
tal wavelengths of several hundred kilometers, in good 
agreement with our observations. Evidence supporting 
geostrophic adjustment as a generation mechanism for 
stratospheric waves over Macquarie Island was given 
by Guest et al. [2000], who could ray trace gravity wa- 
Table 1. Mean Values of Gravity Wave Parameters 
(Cphase,zonal) (& 2rr/(m) 
(ms-') (km) (km) 
Winter, upward 15.3 3.1 4.2 431 
Winter, downward 27.1 3.7 4.1 319 
Summer, upward 6.4 2.3 3.9 547 
Variables are defined as follows: (Cphase,zonal), ground-based 
phase speed; (&), intrinsic frequency in units of f; 2rr/(m), ver- 
tical wavelength; 2rr/(kn), horizontal wavelength. 
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Figure 7. Total horizontal gravity wave wind variance 
(dashed curve) and zonal background wind speed (solid 
curve) averaged over the height range from 20 to 28 km 
as a function of time. 
ves observed during a campaign in October 1994 back- 
ward in time to their origins near the polar jet at the 
tropopause. 
$.$. 1.2. Background atmosphere: If we assume no ex- 
plicit dependence of the background atmosphere on hor- 
izontal position x and y and time t, then the horizontal 
wavenumbers k and 1 and the ground-based frequency 
• are constant along the ray of each wave packet. The 
intrinsic frequency & as a function of height is then 
(12) 
and the vertical wavenumber e(z) is given via the dis- 
persion relation. In summer du/dz < 0 and waves prop- 
agating westward (k < 0) are Doppler shifted to lower 
intrinsic frequencies as they reach higher levels. Their 
vertical wavelength therefore decreases with height. If 
their intrinsic frequencies drops below the inertial fre- 
quency f, these waves will be critically filtered. In win- 
ter, on the other hand, du/dz > 0 and westward propa- 
gating waves are Doppler shifted to higher intrinsic fre- 
quencies and longer vertical wavelengths. If their intrin- 
sic frequency reaches the turning frequency, at which m 
becomes zero, these waves will be reflected. Owing to 
the limited bandwidth of our analysis methods, how- 
ever, waves will be shifted out of the observable vertical 
wavelength range before they encounter critical or turn- 
ing levels. Nevertheless, the effect of critical level filter- 
ing can be observed in the horizontal wind variance for 
upward propagating waves during summer at a height 
of--•20 km, where the zonal wind reverses ign (Figure 
3, top). Observations of similar modulation of gravity 
wave variance by the background wind were made by 
Whitewag and Duck [1996, 1999]. 
The wind variance of a wave packet will change, even 
if it is shifted within the observable vertical wavelength 
range. In the absence of dissipation, the amplitude of a 
wave packet along its ray is determined by the conser- 
vation of wave action flux [Lighthill, 1978] 
E 
A! - Cg,z -- - const, (13) 
where Cg,z is the vertical group velocity and E is the 
total energy density, 
E - •p(u • + v -W +w •+ N•). (14) 
Here • is the wave-induced vertical displacement of 
the air parcel from its equilibrium. Owing to the den- 
sity decreasing exponentially with height, the horizon- 
tal perturbation velocity of a wave with constant in- 
trinsic frequency grows exponentially in amplitude. If 
the intrinsic frequency is increasing with height, how- 
ever, the (horizontal) wave amplitude will grow less 
than exponentially; if it is decreasing with height, it will 
grow more than exponentially. Eckermann [1995a] used 
this effect of background winds on vertical wavenumber 
spectra to explain the occurrence of attenuated spectra 
in several experimental observations. He was also able 
to model seasonal changes in wave activity due to vari- 
ability in background temperature and hence density 
[Eckermann, 1995b]. Similarly, Alexander [1998] could 
explain the variations in gravity wave activity at mid- 
latitudes with effects of the background atmosphere on 
a constant source spectrum. 
The observed seasonal dependence of gravity wave ac- 
tivity is, therefore, not necessarily indicative of source 
variability and might be largely explained by the propa- 
gation of a constant source spectrum through a variable 
background atmosphere. 
3.3.2. Seasonal variation of downward propa- 
gating gravity wave variance. As mentioned above, 
increased wind speed will shift the intrinsic frequency 
of gravity waves propagating against he wind to larger 
values. Such a shift of the intrinsic frequency distribu- 
tion to higher values is evident in winter from Figures 
4 to 6. If the wind speed and hence the frequency shift 
is large enough some waves will reach their turning fre- 
•) 11tt 
¸ / sos 
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Figure 8. Horizontal wind variance of downward 
propagating gravity waves (dashed curve) and abso- 
lute background wind speed (solid curve) as functions 
of time. 
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quencies and be reflected. Figure 8 reveals a good corre- 
lation between the absolute background wind speed and 
the horizontal wind variance of the downward propagat- 
ing waves as a function of time. For background wind 
speeds of,-,50 rn s-t during the stratospheric winter jet, 
the horizontal wind variance reaches values of up to 4 
m 2 s -2, while the wave activity almost ceases during 
summer, when the atmosphere in the analyzed height 
range is basically at rest. 
Using the rotary spectral method, Allen [1996] found 
a similar increase in the fraction of clockwise rotat- 
ing wind component during winter, when strong mean 
winds prevail in the stratosphere over Macquarie Is- 
land. Following Eckermann et al. [1994], Allen, how- 
ever, attributed this increase to a change in frequency 
distribution rather than to ratio of downward to up- 
ward propagating gravity wave energy. He argued that 
the intrinsic frequency of an upward propagating, zon- 
ally aligned gravity wave is Doppler shifted by the zonal 
mean winds. This Doppler shifting to higher frequen- 
cies reduces the axial ratio of the hodograph ellipse and 
results in an increased fraction of clockwise rotation. 
Even though the wave packet is upward propagating, 
rotary spectral analysis would regard that fraction of 
its horizontal wind variance as downward propagating 
[Vincent, 1984]. In our analysis, however, the total hor- 
izontal wind variance is counted as either upward or 
downward propagating, depending on the anticlockwise 
or clockwise sense of rotation of the hodograph, i.e., the 
sign of the Stokes parameter Q. Therefore the argument 
of Eckermann et al. [1994] can no longer be applied; we 
believe that in our case we really deal with downward 
propagating gravity waves. 
It is important to note that wave reflection can oc- 
cur at frequencies much lower than the buoyancy fre- 
quency N, if the density height terms are retained in 
the dispersion relation (A7), i.e., if the Boussinesq ap- 
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Figure 9. Turning frequency as a function of horizontal 
wavelength for a density scale height of 6500 rn and a 
buoyancy frequency of 0.02rad s at Macquarie Island 
for a compressible (dashed curve, c• = 300 m s -t) and 
incompressible (solid curve) atmosphere. 
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Figure 10. Contour plot of vertical wavelength as 
a function of horizontal wavelength and intrinsic fre- 
quency. The numbers on the contour lines are the ver- 
tical wavelength in meters. The rightmost curve corre- 
sponds to the turning frequency. 
ing frequency as a function of horizontal wavelength 
for a density scale height of 6500 rn and a buoyancy 
frequency of 0.02 tads -t at Macquarie Island for a 
compressible (dashed curve) and incompressible (solid 
curve) atmosphere. The turning frequency at horizontal 
wavelengths of several hundred kilometers, as observed 
in this study, is reduced to as little as one tenth of the 
buoyancy frequency N. The local buoyancy frequency 
encountered by a wave propagating through the atmo- 
sphere can be substantially reduced compared to the 
mean background value by waves of large vertical wave- 
length. These large vertical wavelength waves can act 
as a background atmosphere for waves of smaller ver- 
tical wavelength, in a manner similar to that described 
by Hines [1991]. The observed variation in wind vari- 
ance of downward propagating waves might thus be ex- 
plained by reflection of waves from levels of high back- 
ground wind speed and low local buoyancy frequency. 
The percentage of downward propagating gravity wa- 
ves with approximately zero phase speed is significantly 
smaller than that for upward propagating waves in win- 
ter (Figure 5). This could indicate generation of down- 
ward propagating waves by geostrophic adjustment of 
the stratospheric jet. In such a case one expects ground- 
based zonal phase velocities of the generated waves to 
be close to the zonal background velocity, as the wa- 
ves have to be generated close to a critical level. It 
is noteworthy that gravity waves appearing in high- 
resolution general circulation model (GCM) simulations 
[Sato et al., 1999] and in radiosonde observations at po- 
lar latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere [Yoshiki and 
Sato, 2000] appear to be generated by the polar night 
jet in the stratosphere. 
3.3.3. Preponderance of low-frequency gray- 
icy waves. As seen above, inclusion of the density 
height terms in the dispersion relation can significantly 
reduce the range of intrinsic frequencies over which 
wave propagation is possible. If we furthermore con- 
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sider the imposed wavelength cutoff at a vertical wave- 
length of 11,000 m, the maximum observable intrinsic 
frequencj• as a function of horizontal wavelength is again 
drastically reduced (Figure 10). The preponderance of 
inertia-gravity waves in our data could therefore be an 
observational selection effect. On the other hand, it 
could be understood if the main generation mechanisms 
are frontogenesis and geostrophic adjustment, as indi- 
cated above. 
Topography, however, is another possible generation 
mechanism at Macquarie Island, which may generate 
high intrinsic frequency waves. We do not believe that 
topography is a significant source for the waves we see 
for the following reasons. Schoeberl [1985] calculated 
the dominant horizontal wavelength of the gravity wave 
spectrum forced by a bell-shaped mountain ridge of 
equivalent mountain half-width a as 2•a. Considering 
the prevailing eastward winds at ground level at Mac- 
quarie Island and a half width of the island between 1 
and 2 km, the dominant horizontal wavelength lies be- 
tween •6 and 13 km. The minimum horizontal wave- 
length of zonally aligned, stationary (that is, w = 0) 
gravity waves that can propagate through a gradually 
changing background atmosphere is obtained from (12) 
and (A7) with w = I = 0, that is, 
,•h,min -- 27Tu/N, (15) 
resulting in a minimum horizontal wavelength of moun- 
tain waves in the lower stratosphere over Macquarie Is- 
land of around 15 km. A significant portion of the gen- 
erated mountain waves is therefore likely to be trapped 
in the troposphere and unlikely to contribute to our 
studies. 
3.3.4. Propagation directions. The variance-we- 
ighted intrinsic propagation direction of the observed 
gravity wave packets is predominantly south-southwest- 
ward during winter and nearly isotropic during summer, 
as illustrated in Figures 4 to 6. In interpreting these 
observations, one has to take the effects of the back- 
ground atmosphere into account. For the strong zonal 
winds in winter, zonally propagating gravity waves ex- 
perience large shifts in intrinsic frequency and vertical 
wavenumber and can be shifted into and out of the ob- 
servable vertical wavenumber range. Thus we antici- 
pate some anisotropy in the zonal direction even for an 
isotropic source spectrum. Owing to the low prevailing 
meridional winds it is hard to explain the meridional 
anisotropy by conditions of the background atmosphere 
or as an observational selection effect. The observed 
anisotropy, however, does not imply anisotropic gravity 
wave generation, but it could also be due to a latitudi- 
nally confined source located north of Macquarie Island. 
3.3.5. Wave amplitudes and saturation. Grav- 
ity waves will only affect the background flow or lead 
to mixing of constituents in the atmosphere if wave dis- 
sipation occurs. Dynamical and convective instability 
are thought to be the main dissipation processes [Fritts 
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Figure 11. Normalized horizontal wind variance as 
function of perturbation amplitude u[i and saturation 
amplitude uil,sat for summer and winter between heights 
of 20 and 28 km. 
ist (molecular diffusion, radiative damping, nonlinear 
interactions). Convective and dynamic instability lead 
to breaking of a wave, if its amplitude exceeds a cer- 
tain threshold. Owing to the transverse shear in the 
velocity field of low-frequency gravity waves the wave 
amplitude required for dynamic instability falls well be- 
low that necessary for convective instability as f/•2 --• 1 
[Fritts and Rastogi, 1985]. The threshold amplitude for 
dynamical instability is [Fritts, 1989] 
2F 1 _ L• 
t/il'sat ---- F • Cphase,intrinsic. (16) 1+ 1-• 
Owing to the existence of threshold amplitudes, these 
saturation mechanisms are nonlinear, and the knowl- 
edge of actual wave amplitudes is important when the 
effect of gravity Waves on the background atmosphere 
is to be assessed. Figure 11 shows a contour plot of nor- 
malized horizontal wind variance as a function of per- 
turbation amplitude ulland saturation amplitude ullsat 
for gravity waves observed at Macquarie Island during 
summer and winter between heights of 20 and 28 km. 
Only soundings after February 1994 were considered to 
ensure identical filtering of the radiosonde data. In both 
summer and winter the vast majority of the observed 
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waves have perturbation amplitudes less than the satu- 
ration amplitude computed according to (16). The am- 
plitudes of these waves are therefore either too small to 
reach the threshold for dynamic instability within the 
analyzed height range or have already been dissipated. 
4. Summary and Conclusion 
A method to extract gravity wave packets from ver- 
tical profiles of horizontal wind and temperature is pre- 
sented. Using wavelet analysis, we are able to sepa- 
rate the wave field in height and wavelength and, there- 
fore, to reduce the presence of multiple waves in the 
hodograph analysis. Furthermore, we get information 
about the height extent of the wave packets. The Mot- 
let wavelet was chosen to decompose the wave field into 
basis functions that are similar to the assumed physical 
gravity wave packets. This allows a simple reconstruc- 
tion of the actual wave packet amplitude, an important 
issue when nonlinear saturation effects are considered. 
Application of the method to twice-daily radiosonde 
soundings of the lower stratosphere over Macquarie Is- 
land revealed a strong seasonal cycle in the total and 
downward propagating gravity wave variance with a 
maximum in winter. This maximum in gravity wave 
variance coincides with a shift of the wave amplitude 
distribution to larger values. The variance-weighted in- 
trinsic propagation direction during winter is predomi- 
nantly southsouthwestward, while it is nearly isotropic 
during summer. The observed wave field was found to 
be dominated by low-frequency inertia-gravity waves. 
In the interpretation of these findings, attention was 
paid to the limited vertical wavelength range observ- 
able with the radiosonde technique [Alezander, 1998]. 
Doppler shifting of waves into and out of this wave- 
length band can lead to significant changes in the ob- 
served wave field and complicates the analysis. The use- 
fulness of the presented observations is therefore mainly 
in conjunction with modeling studies. In the present pa- 
per, the wave characteristics were presented in terms of 
variables that are directly accessible by measurements, 
i.e., vertical wavelength and wind variance. A disad- 
vantage of this approach is that these variables un- 
dergo changes as the wave packet is Doppler shifted 
by changes in the background wind with height and 
therefore they depend on the detection level of the wave 
packet. 
In a companion paper [Zink and Vincent, this issue] 
we express the wave characteristics by invariants under 
the propagation of the wave packet through a steady 
state atmosphere and use these parameters to assess 
the effect of the observed wave field on the lower and 
middle atmosphere by ray-tracing studies. 
Appendix A' Dispersion and 
Polarization Relations 
Ignoring gradients in the background flow u by set- 
ting u(z) - (u0, v0, 0), the linearized momentum, con- 
tinuity, and ideal gas equations for a compressible, in- 
viscid atmosphere become 
Du' 10p' fv' = (Ala) Dt po Ox ' 
Dv • 10p • 
Dt q- fu' = po Oy' (Alb) 
Dw • 1 Off p• 
= g. (Alc) Dt Po Oz Po 
Dp' 
Dt 
Dp' w, Opo Dt + • +pødivu' - O, (A2) 
+ w, Opo , (dp' w, Opo ) -c' - 0. (Aa) 
Here D/Dt = O/Ot + uV is the total (Lagrangian) 
derivative and u' = (u', v', w'), p', and p' are the 
perturbation velocities, pressure, and density, respec- 
tively. po and po designate background pressure and 
density, respectively; which are assumed to only vary 
with height; f is the Coriolis parameter; g is the gravi- 
tational acceleration; and c• is the speed of sound. 
Substituting solutions of the form 
v' - p;•/= 0 exp i(kx - wt), (A4) 
w t 
P' _ po+•/2 15 expi(kx - cot) /5 ' 
where k - (k,/,m) and x - (x,y,z), and expressing 
the intrinsic frequency in a reference frame following 
the background flow as 
& - w - ku (A6) 
yields the nonhydrostatic dispersion relation 
N 2 _&2 1 d: 2 
m 2 - (k 2 12 . (A7) 
- &'-f' + ) 4H• 2 + c• 
Here 
N= = g Opo g= (A8) po Oz c• 
is the buoyancy or Brunt-Viiisiila frequency and 
10po Hp = (Am) po Oz 
the density scale height. The dispersion relation (A7) 
also includes an acoustic branch. For an incompress- 
ible atmosphere, acoustic waves can be excluded by let- 
ting cs • co. Further omission of the second term in 
(A7) results in the Boussinesq approximation, a short- 
wavelength approximation valid for m >> 1/2Hp. This 
is the approximation used throughout this paper, unless 
noted otherwise. 
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The polarization relations are simplified in a coor- 
dinate system aligned with the propagation direction 
of the wave. Let u t and v t designate the horizontal ß J . 
perturbation velocities parallel and perpendicular, re- 
spectively, to the wave vector. The relevant polariza- 




where T • and To are the perturbation and background 
temperature, respectively, and kh is the horizontal wa- 
venumber. 
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